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Introduction

Purpose of this document

This document describes about the system administration function of IM-BIS performed by the system manager in IM-BIS for
Accel Platform (hereinafter IM-BIS ).

Target readers

The following users are considered as target.

Person who executes system administration of IM-BIS .

It is a prerequisite for the users who execute system administration of IM-BIS to understand the
functions of IM-Workflow , IM-FormaDesigner and IM-BIS .

The users are classified depending on the functions to be used in IM-BIS .
Refer the necessary documents according to the role of the user.

Structure of this document

It is recommended for the users reading this document for the first time to read in the following sequence.

Regarding IM-BIS for Accel Platform

The overview of IM-BIS can be understood.

System administration functions of IM-BIS

The method to use the administration functions in IM-BIS can be checked.

Detailed customize function of IM-BIS

The method to perform detailed customization of BIS definition in IM-BIS can be checked.

The functions of IM-BIS and the functions/documents supported by other relevant IM-Workflow or IM-
FormaDesigner can be checked.
The procedure to register the external linkage by system manager of IM-BIS is also introduced.

Regarding IM-BIS for Accel Platform
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IM-BIS for Accel Platform(Business Integration Suite) is an Integrated Development Environment which works on intra-mart
Accel Platform.
Users involved in business can design and develop business processes using intuitive development tools without the need for
special application development skills.
The external linkage function and analysis function of business process are provided as a standard and can be used as a base
for business improvement while using the existing assets effectively.
Moreover, it is possible to promote stepwise business integration by maintaining the initial investment since IM-BIS can also be
used in cloud environment.

Configuration of IM-BIS for Accel Platform

Features of IM-BIS

It is a development environment wherein all screens, external linkages, BPM and workflows are integrated.

BAM for business analysis is a standard equipment and it is possible to improve the bottlenecks in business process.

Flexible flow development is possible using the sub flow function which combines BPM and workflow.

Web service of external system can be easily linked using mapping tools.

Development can be separated since the screen and process can be linked by mapping tool.

It is possible to define task flow in the flow and develop the screen to be used in the task while referring the flow.

The contents set in the task (screen etc.) can be visualized by task icon and development status can be checked.

Complex process is separated from the screen and it can be linked usingthe mapping tool by performing SOA.

BPM and workflow

While creating the flow in IM-BIS, selection from “BPM” and “workflow” is possible, but usage will be easier by dividing into the
following points:

In case of business process management with application / approval

Use “Workflow”.

In case of business process management without application / approval
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Use “BPM”.

System administration functions of IM-BIS

Auto numbering rules definition

Create the auto numbering rules definition

Refer ‘ IM-FormaDesigner for Accel Platform Creator guide’ for details.

Setting auto numbering rules in administration group

The registered auto numbering rules definition should be set in the administration group to be used by the BIS
business manager.
Set the registered auto numbering rules in administration target of the administration group according to the
procedure in the following link.

Set administration target definition in administration group

Datasource definition

Contents

Datasource type: Register the datasource definition of tenant DB query
Datasource type: Register the datasource definition of shared DB query
Datasource type: Register the datasource definition of SOAP
Datasource type: Register the datasource definition of REST
Datasource type: Register datasource definition of JAVA
Methods of setting hierarchical request parameters and response fields

Datasource type: Register the datasource definition of tenant DB query

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System administrator” -> “Master Maintenance” -> “External linkage” ->
“Datasource definition”.

2. Click “Add” on “Datasource - List” screen.

3. Select “Group DB query” in datasource type.
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4. Click “Add” after entering datasource name and remarks.

5. Enter the SQL to be executed.

6. Set the input value matching with ”?” when ”?” is used in WHERE clause of SQL.
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7. Set the output value matching with the column set in SELECT statement of SQL.

8. Click “Run the test” after entering the value for test in “The value to test”.
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9. The following message is displayed when the test is successful.

10. Click “Add” after confirming the contents.
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11. Added to “Datasource - List” as shown below if registered normally.

Datasource type: Register the datasource definition of shared DB query

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System administrator” -> “Master Maintenance” -> “External linkage” ->
“Datasource definition”.

2. Click “Add” on “Datasource - List” screen.
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3. Select “System DB query” in datasource type.

4. Click “Add” after entering datasource name and remarks.

5. Select connection ID.
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6. Enter the SQL to be executed.
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7. Set the input value matching with ”?” when ”?” is used in WHERE clause of SQL.

8. Set the output value matching with the column set in SELECT statement of SQL.
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9. Click “Run the test” after entering the value for test in “The value to test”.

10. The following message is displayed when the test is successful.
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11. Click “Add” after confirming the contents.

12. Added to “Datasource - List” as shown below if registered normally.
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Datasource type: Register the datasource definition of SOAP

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System administrator” -> “Master Maintenance” -> “External linkage” ->
“Datasource definition”.

2. Click “Add” on “Datasource - List” screen.

3. Select “SOAP” in datasource type.
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4. Click “Add” after entering datasource name and remarks.

5. Enter the Web service address used in “Datasource - Edit [SOAP]” in “WSDL url”.

6. Click “Read”.

7. “Reading the wsdl succeeded.” message is displayed when read correctly.
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8. Set port and operations.

9. Click “Add” after checking that the request and response matching with the selected port and operation is
displayed.
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10. Added to “Datasource - List” as shown below if registered normally.

Datasource type: Register the datasource definition of REST

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System administrator” -> “Master Maintenance” -> “External linkage” ->
“Datasource definition”.

2. Click “Add” on “Datasource - List” screen.
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3. Select “REST” in datasource type.

4. Click “Add” after entering datasource name and remarks.

5. Set “URL of REST”, “URI”, “Method”, “Return format”, “Return character code”.
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6. Click “Add” in “Request”.

7. Set “HEADER”, “Parameter”, “Data type”, “Parent object”.
Specify the “Format” when data type is “Date”.
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8. Repeat the steps 6~7 and set the required request parameters.

9. Click “Add” in “Response”.
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10. Set “Field”, “Data type”, “Parent object”.
Specify the “Format” when data type is “Date”.

11. Repeat steps 9~10 and set the required response field.
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12. Click “Add” after setting the required information.

13. Added to “Datasource - List” as shown below if registered normally.
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Datasource type: Register datasource definition of JAVA

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System administrator” -> “Master Maintenance” -> “External linkage” ->
“Datasource definition”.

2. Click “Add” on “Datasource - List” screen.

3. Select “JAVA” in datasource type.
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4. Click “Add” after entering the datasource name and remarks.

5. Click “Class file list”.

6. Click “Select” of file set from “Execution file list”.
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7. Enter the fully qualified class name of the class included in the file set in “Execution class”.

8. Click “Read”.

9. Select the method to be used from the methods displayed after reading is successful.
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10. Click “Add” in “Request”.

11. Set “Parameter”, “Data type”, “Parent object”.
Specify the “Format” when data type is “Date”.
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12. Repeat steps 10~11 and set the required request parameters.

13. Click “Add” in “Response”.
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14. Set “Parameter”, “Data type”, “Parent object”.
Specify “Format” when data type is set to “Date”.

15. Repeat steps 13~14 and set the required response parameters.
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16. Click “Add” after setting the required information.

17. Added to “Datasource - List” as shown below if registered normally.
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Note

Since the BIS business administrator uses the registered datasource definition, add
to administration target of administration group according to the procedure of
following link destinations after registration.

Set administration target definition in administration group

Methods of setting hierarchical request parameters and response fields

When the settings of parameter fields to be called are in hierarchical structure, set by matching with the hierarchy
specified in call destination.
The setting example of definition of parameter field in hierarchical structure and datasource definition is as shown
in the following figure.

If set in the above format, display by hierarchizing in tree format in data mapper.
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Note

The parameter field set without entering name in response, is displayed as follows in data mapper.

Display as “OBJECT” when data type is “object”.
Display as “ARRAY” when data type is “array”.
Display as “VALUE” when data type is any of the “string”, “number”, “date”, “boolean”.

List display pattern definition

The method to set the list display pattern definition of BPM / Workflow of IM-BIS is described.

Contents

Setting IM-BIS list display pattern definition

Setting IM-BIS list display pattern definition

Similar to IM-Workflow, the items displayed in ”Application”, “Start process” can be added / deleted in IM-BIS.
Refer “IM-Workflow Administrator Guide” for the basic usage.

Note

As the settings of details screen of separate flow are required when “Details” is to be added to the list set in IM-
BIS, perform the settings as per the procedure on the following page.

Screen settings for special task (Node)

Flow group definition

Flow group is the information to classify flow definition for the purpose of searching.
It is a tree having parent-child relationship, and 1 flow definition can also belong to multiple flow groups.

Flow group is created and hierarchy of flow definition is set to the flow group in the flow group definition.

Contents

Setting flow group definition
Add flow group definition
Hierarchical setting of flow group definition

Setting flow group definition

1. Click “Site map”-> “IM-BIS”-> “System Manager”-> “Master Maintenance”-> “Flow” -> “Flow group definition”.

2. “Flow group definition - Create new” screen is displayed when even 1 flow group is not registered.
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Refer “Add flow group definition” when the flow group is already registered.

Enter the flow group definition information.

3. Click “Register”.

4. Flow group definition will be registered.

Add flow group definition

1. Click “Site map”-> “IM-BIS”-> “System Manager”-> “Master Maintenance”-> “Flow” -> “Flow group definition”.

2. Click “Create new” in “Flow group definition – Edit”.
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3. Enter flow group definition information in “Flow group definition-Create new”.

4. Click “Register”.
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5. Flow group definition will be added.

Hierarchical setting of flow group definition

1. Click “Site map”-> “IM-BIS”-> “System Manager”-> “Master Maintenance”-> “Flow” -> “Flow group definition”.

2. Click “Create new”.
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3. Enter the flow group definition information.
Select the flow group definition for which parent hierarchy is to be set.

4. Click “Register”.

5. Flow group definition will be registered in hierarchy.
Click  icon of the tree on the left and confirm the hierarchy.
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Import / Export of IM-BIS

The definition created in IM-BIS can be changed using the external file.

Contents

Prerequisites of import / export
Advance preparation of export
Execute export
Execute import

Prerequisites of import / export

Set required authorization for the executing user since import / export functions of IM-Workflow and IM-
FormaDesigner are also used to execute import / export of the definition used in BPM/Workflow created in
IM-BIS.
Import / export function of IM-BIS supports only the input and output from local.

Advance preparation of export

Confirm the target before executing export operation in IM-BIS .

If the branch wherein rule definition is used in the BPM / Workflow to be exported, is included,
confirm the screen item name used in the target rule definition name and rule definition.

Execute export

Export the definition of IM-BIS by the following procedure.

Export the definition file related to IM-Workflow

Export the following definitions required for BPM / Workflow created in IM-BIS using export function of IM-
Workflow .

Contents definition
Route definition
Flow definition
Job property definition
Rule definition

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “Export” -> “IM-BIS” -> “IM-Workflow Export”.

2. “Export” screen is displayed.
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3. Set the information required for export as per the following procedure for “Content definition”, “Route definition”
and “Flow definition”.

When all registered “Content definition”, “Route definition” and “Flow definition” are to be exported,

(1) Click the target “Export (all items)”.

When “Content definition”, “Route definition” and “Flow definition” are to be selected and exported,

(1) Click “Search”.

(2) Set the checkbox of target export to ON and click “Select”.

(In case of narrow down search, enter the BIS name to be exported in name and search.)
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4. Job property corresponding to the items used as rule definition of flow (BIS definition) should be exported for
“Job property definition”.
Confirm the setting content of rule definition from ‘Edit flow’ previously and select the job property items
targeted for export as per following procedure.

When all registered “Job property definition” are to be exported,

(1) Click the target “Export (all items)”.

When “Job property definition” is to be selected and exported,

(1) Click “Search”.

(2) Set the checkbox for export to ON, and click “Select”.

(In case of narrow down search, search by entering the
screen items used in rule definition of BPM / Workflow for
export in the key name.)

Note

The execution of this procedure is not required if job property is not
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used in rule definition or postscript setting etc.

5. Set the information required for export by the following procedure for “Rule definition”.

When all registered “Rule definition” is to be exported

(1) Click the target “Export(all items)”.

When “Rule definition” is to be selected and exported,

(1) Select ‘Search’.

(2) Set the checkbox for export to ON and click “Select”.

(In case of narrow down search, search by entering the screen name (form
name) of BPM / Workflow for export in rule name.)

Note

The execution of this procedure is not required when rule definition is
not used for branching in the BPM / Workflow to be exported.

6. The export file is output to the Storage area when “Export” is clicked at the end.
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Note

Login as system administrator in intra-mart Accel Platform (http://{host name}:
{host number}/{context path}/system/login) and it is possible to download the
file output in Storage area from “File operation” of menu.

Export the application information

Export the application information required for BPM / Workflow created in BIS using the export function of IM-
FormaDesigner.

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “Export” -> “IM-BIS” -> “IM-Forma Application Export”.

2. “Export application information” screen is displayed.
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3. Click the search conditions and search by entering the BIS name for export in the application name.

4. The export file is output when “Export” is clicked.
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Export data source definition

Export the data source definition required for BPM / Workflow created in BIS using export function of IM-
FormaDesigner .

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “Export” -> “Data source definition” -> “Data Source
Definition Export”.

2. “Export data source definition” is displayed.

3. The export file is output when “Execute export” is clicked.

Export IM-BIS definition

Export the IM-BIS definition.

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “Export” -> “IM-BIS” -> “IM-BIS Export”.

2. “BIS export” is displayed.
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3. In case of list display narrow down, specify either of BIS creation type, BIS name, BIS ID or description in
search condition and click ‘Search’.

4. The export file is output to local when “Export” is clicked.
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Execute import

Import the IM-BIS definition by the following procedure.

Import the definition file related to IM-Workflow

Import the following definitions required for BPM / Workflow created in IM-BIS using the import function of IM-
Workflow .

Content definition
Route definition
Flow definition
Job property definition
Rule definition

1. Store the exported file in the Storage area of the environment where import is executed.
The default Storage path is “Public storage
([%STORAGE_80%]/public/storage/im_workflow/data/default/import_export)”.

2. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “Import” -> “IM-BIS” -> “IM-Workflow Import”.

3. “Import” is displayed.

4. Set the checkbox of the file for import to ON and click “Select data”.

5. Set the checkbox for import to ON and select.
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6. Click “Import” and execute import.

Import application information

Import the application information required for BPM / Workflow created in BIS using export function of IM-
FormaDesigner .

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “Import” -> “IM-BIS” -> “IM-Forma Application Import”.

2. “Import application information” screen is displayed.

3. Set the information of the file to be imported in “File to import”.
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4. Import is executed when “Execute import” is clicked.

Import data source definition

Import the data source definition required for BPM / Workflow created in BISusing export function of IM-
FormaDesigner .

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “Export” -> “Data source definition” -> “Data Source
Definition Import”.

2. “Import datasource information” is displayed.

3. Set the information of the file to be imported in “File to import”.

4. Import is executed when “Execute Import” is clicked.

Import IM-BIS definition

Import IM-BIS definition.

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “Import” -> “IM-BIS” -> “IM-BIS Import”.

2. “BIS import” is displayed.
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3. Set the information of the file to be imported in “Import file”.

4. Import is executed when “Execute import” is clicked.

Note

Use import /export of IM-Workflow , TableMaintenance at the time of executing import /export of
“Administration group”.

In IM-Workflow , include administration group used in IM-BIS in administration group by
import / export.

In TableMaintenance , execute import / export for the following tables.

imbis_m_administration_group
imbis_m_administration_plugin
imbis_m_administration_target
imbis_m_admin_relation

Note

Use import / export of TableMaintenance at the time of executing import / export of “List display pattern” and
“Numbering rule definition”.

Regarding “List display pattern”, execute import / export for the following tables.

imbis_m_list_pattern
imbis_m_selected_column_list
imbis_m_column

Regarding “Numbering rule definition”, execute import / export for the following tables.

imfr_m_auto_no
imfr_m_auto_no_company
imfr_m_auto_no_locale

Administrative group

“BIS business manager” can create and update BPM/Workflow created in IM-BIS by registering the administrative
group.

Contents
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Contents which can be administered/used by BIS business manager with administrative group settings
Register administrative group
Set administration target definition in administration group

Contents which can be administered/used by BIS business manager with administrative group settings

The target that can be administered/used by BIS business manager can be set in “Administrative group” function.
In case of administering IM-BIS as “BIS business manager”, it is necessary to set the definition (BIS definition,
external linkage, numbering rule definition) to be administered.
If the target definition is not set, “BIS business manager” can only administer the new flow (BIS definition) created
by business manager.

Note

When a new flow (BIS definition) is created by BIS business manager, it is automatically added
as administration target of the administration group to which the BIS system manager belongs.

Type Description

BIS definition Function that manages the created flow (BIS definition).
The administration target flow (BIS definition) is not only displayed in reference list but it also
possible to perform the operations.
The operations which can be executed for the registered flow (BIS definition) differs according
to Enable / Disable of “Edit”.
When “Edit” is enabled, change in route of target flow (BIS definition) and change in form etc.
are possible.
When “Edit” is disabled, target flow (BIS definition) cannot be changed, but only setting
contents can be referred.

External linkage While creating the flow (BIS definition), data source (Web service, tenant DB query, shared
DB query) can be set as “External linkage” of the screen items set in the form.
The data source of external linkage which is not included in administration target cannot be
used as “External linkage”of screen item.

Numbering rule definition While creating the flow (BIS definition), “Numbering rule definition” can be set in “Auto
numbering” of the screen item set in the form.
Numbering rule definition which is not included in administration target cannot be used
for“Numbering rule definition in “Auto numbering” of screen item.

Register administrative group

Perform the following procedure to register the administrative group

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager”-> “Flow Operation Management” -> “Privilege
Authorization Setting” -> “Administration group setting”.

2. Click “New”.
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3. Enter a name in Administrative group name.

4. Click “Settings” by Access privileges.
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5. Click “Add”.

6. Search users to be set as “BIS business manager”.
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7. Click “Settings”.

8. Click “Settings” in administration target.

9. Search and set each BIS definition / external linkage / auto numbering rules which can be
administered.
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Note

When check for edit authority for BIS definition is “ON”, update /
deletion is possible. It can be only referred when it is “OFF”.
By this setting, the operation when node in ‘Edit flow’ is double
clicked, changes.

When check is “ON”

Form designer is displayed.

When check is “OFF”

Preview screen of form is displayed.

10. Click “Registration”.

Note

Authority of administration set in administration group setting is applcable at the time
of editing from “IM-BIS” list of “Business Manager” menu.
Note that it is not applicable at the time of editing from “IM-BIS” of “System
Manager”.
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Warning

Note that when administration group set in IM-BIS is changed in IM-Workflow, it may
not operate correctly.

Set administration target definition in administration group

When data source definition and numbering rule definition registered in IM-FormaDesigner is to be used during
the creation of BPN / Workflow by BIS business manager, it is necessary to register as administration target of
administration group.
Perform the following procedure to add the created data soure definition and numbering rule definition to the
administration group.

1. Click “Site map”-> “IM-BIS”-> “System Manager”-> “Flow Operation Management” -> “Privilege
Authorization Setting”->”Administration Group Setting”.

2. Edit screen of administrative group to be set is displayed.

3. Click “Setting” in administration target.
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4. Click “External linkage” tab to add data source definition and click “Numbering rule” tab to add
numbering rule definition.

5. Click “Add”.
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6. Set the check of target external linkage (Numbering rule definition) to ON and click “Select”.

7. Click “Settings”.

8. Confirm that external linkage (Auto numbering rules definition) added in administration target is
displayed and click “Update”.
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Delegated administrator

In the delegated administrator settings, grant the authorization for delegation setting to the workflow user.
User having delegation setting authorization can perform the delegation setting on behalf of the delegated person.

Contents

Set delegated administrator

Set delegated administrator

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System administrator” -> “Flow operation management” ->
“Privilege Authorization Setting” -> Delegated administrator settings”.

2. Click “Search”.

3. Select ‘Delegated administrator’.
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4. Click “Update”.

5. Delegated administrator settings is registered.

The delegated administrator setting has been completed.

IM-BIS list screen

“BIS System Manager” can control BIS definition and perform detailed customize operations from the BIS list.

Contents

Difference between BIS system manager / BIS business manager list
Function and description of each part of “IM-BIS- List” screen

Difference between BIS system manager / BIS business manager list

Some of the display items / available functions differ in the “BIS list” depending on whether the executing user is
“BIS system manager” or “BIS business manager”.
The difference in the functions according to the role of the user is as follows.

Display items

In case of “BIS system manager”, items “Flow ID” and “Application” are displayed.
In case of “BIS business manager”, items “Flow ID” and “Application” are not displayed.

Available functions

In case of “BIS system manager”, customization is possible based on the functions of IM-
FormaDesigner from the “Application” icon.
In case of “BIS business manager”, customization is not possible since the items of “Application”
are not displayed.
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Function and description of each part of “IM-BIS- List” screen

The contents of “IM-BIS- List” screen are as follows.
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1. The definition used recently

Displays the “IM-BIS- Updated history list”.

2. New registration

Transits to a new BIS definition registration screen.

3. Updated information

Updates the displayed contents to the current status.

4. BPM(Checkbox)

If check is ON, BPM is set to search target.

5. WF(Checkbox)

If check is ON, Workflow is set to search target.

6. Search conditions

Select the search target from the select box.

7. Input field

Enter the keyword to be searched.

8. Search button

Executes the search when the button is clicked.

9. Delete the selected definition

Deletes the target definition when the definition is selected from the list and clicked.

10. Select (Checkbox)

If check is ON, definition of target row is selected.
If the checkbox of item column is ON, all the definitions displayed in the list are selected.

11. Edit

Transition takes place to the edit screen of target definition if  is clicked.

12. BIS creation type

Displays the BIS creation type of target definition.

13. BIS name

Displays the BIS name of target definition.

14. Description

Displays the descriptive text of target BIS definition.

15. BIS ID
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Displays the BIS ID of target definition.

16. Flow ID

Displays the Flow ID of target definition.

17. Application

Displays the ‘Edit application’ screen of target definition when  is clicked.
Note that the data of BIS definition may not be consistent in case of change from this menu.

Note

In “IM-BIS- list”, sorting can be done in ascending / descending order
when the following items are clicked.

BIS creation type
BIS name
Description
BIS ID

Datasource definition Registration screen

Contents

Datasource - Function of new registration screen and external description
Datasource - Edit screen functions and external description

Datasource type: Group DB query
Datasource type: System DB query
Datasource type: REST
Datasource type: SOAP
Datasource type: JAVA

Functions of request parameter, response field, and description of each part
Request setting items
Setting items of response

Datasource - Function of new registration screen and external description

The contents of “Datasource-New” screen are as follows.

1. Datasource type

Select the datasource type.

2. Datasource name

Enter the name of datasource definition.
The name set here is displayed in data mapper.

3. Remarks

Enter the description of datasource to be registered.

4. Other locale

On clicking Other locale, the input column of datasource name and remarks is
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displayed separately in the locale other than the displayed locale.

Note

Datasource type “Rule” can be used only when ” OpenRules ” function enhancement
module is introduced.
Refer to ” OpenRules Simple operation guide (Japanese)” for the details like rule
settings.

Datasource - Edit screen functions and external description

The contents of “Datasource - Edit” screen are as follows.

Datasource type: Group DB query

1. Datasource name

Display the datasource name set on “Datasource - New” screen.

2. SQL

Enter the SQL to be executed as datasource.
The SQL to be mentioned should be SELECT statement only.

Warning

The query specified here is executed as sub query.
Hence, if ORDER BY clause is specified in query, SQLServer shows error.
Set such that ORDER BY clause is not specified in SQLServer.

3. Input value

Test execution value: Enter the value assigned to the column (table item) described in the condition
(WHERE clause) of data processing described in “SQL”. Enter the value that can be entered from screen
item of application.
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Data type: Select the data type corresponding to item from any of the character type (VARCHAR),
numerical value type (NUMBER), date type (DATE), and timestamp type (TIMESTAMP).
Logical name: Used as item name displayed in “Parameter settings” at the time of using datasource in
screen items of IM-FormaDesigner. It can be set up to 20 characters.
Add/delete: Input value can be added/deleted.

4. Output value

Column name: Enter the item name displayed when data processing described in “SQL” is SELECT(data
extraction). Enter the item displayed in the screen item of application. Search result can also be reflected
in the items other than screen item “Select from list” when multiple items are set.
Data type: Select the data type corresponding to item from any of the character type (VARCHAR),
numerical value type (NUMBER), date type (DATE), and timestamp type (TIMESTAMP).
Logical name: Used as item name displayed in “Obtained value settings” at the time of using datasource
in screen items of IM-FormaDesigner. It can be set up to 20 characters.
Add/delete: Output value can be added/deleted.

5. Run the test

Check whether the data can be obtained by using the set information.
Error message is displayed when the data cannot be obtained.

6. Add

Register the set contents as datasource definition.

Note

Logical name of input value and output value should be set in the screen items set to deprecated
items in the environment where IM-BIS is introduced.

Datasource type: System DB query

1. Datasource name

Display the datasource name set in “Datasource - New” screen.

2. Connection ID

Select the connection information set as shared DB.

3. SQL
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Enter the SQL executed as datasource.
Only SELECT statement should be mentioned as the SQL.

Warning

The query specified here is executed as sub query.
Hence, error is shown in SQLServer if ORDER BY clause is specified in query.
Set such that ORDER BY clause is not specified in SQLServer.

4. Input value

Test execution value: Enter the value assigned to the column (table item) described in the condition
(WHERE clause) of data processing described in “SQL”. Enter the value that can be entered from screen
item of application.
Data type: Select the data type corresponding to item from any of the character type (VARCHAR),
numerical value type (NUMBER), date type (DATE), and timestamp type (TIMESTAMP).
Logical name: Used as item name displayed in “Parameter settings” at the time of using datasource in
screen items. It can be set up to 20 characters.
Add/delete: Input value can be added/deleted.

5. Output value

Column name: Enter the item name displayed when data processing described in “SQL” is SELECT(data
extraction). Enter the item displayed in the screen item of application. Search result can also be reflected
in the items other than screen item “Select from list” when multiple items are set.
Data type: Select the data type corresponding to item from any of the character type (VARCHAR),
numerical value type (NUMBER), date type (DATE), and timestamp type (TIMESTAMP).
Logical name: Used as item name displayed in “Obtained value settings” at the time of using datasource
in screen items. It can be set up to 20 characters.
Add/delete: Output value can be added/deleted.

6. Run the test

Check whether the data can be obtained by using the set information.
Error message is displayed when the data cannot be obtained.

7. Add

Register the set contents as datasource definition.

Datasource type: REST

1. Datasource name

Display the datasource name set in “Datasource - New” screen.

2. Service type
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“REST” selected as datasource type is displayed.

3. URL of REST

Describe the address which is the entry point of REST API.

The entered URL is cleared on clicking  on the right.

4. URI

Describe the resource URI in continuation of REST URL.
“/” should be described at the beginning.

5. Method

Set the method of REST.
“GET” or “POST” can be selected.

6. Return format

Set the response format.
“JSON” or “XML” can be selected.

7. Return character code

Set the character code of response.

8. Request

Set the request parameter.

9. Response

Set the response field.

10. Add

Register the set contents as datasource definition.

Datasource type: SOAP

1. Datasource name

Display the datasource name set in “Datasource - New” screen.

2. Service type
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“SOAP” selected as datasource type is displayed.

3. WSDL url

Specify the URL described by WSDL.

The entered URL is cleared on clicking  on the right.

4. Read

The WSDL contents are read on clicking and service name, port, and operations are displayed.

5. Service name

Display the service name set in the read WSDL.

6. Port

Display the port set in the read WSDL.
Select the port to be used in case of multiple ports.

7. Operation

Display the operations set in the read WSDL.
Select the operation to be used in case of multiple operations.

8. Request

Set request parameter.
(In case of SOAP, WSDL read, service name, port, and operation are displayed if set.)

9. Response

Set the response field.
(In case of SOAP, response field is displayed if WSDL read, service name, port, and operation are set.)

10. Add

Register the set contents as datasource definition.

Datasource type: JAVA

1. Datasource name

Display the datasource name set in “Datasource - New” screen.

2. Service type

“Java” selected as datasource type is displayed.
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3. Execution file

Specify the JAR file including the class used as JAVA linkage.

4. Execution class

Class name of JAR file is specified by fully qualified class name.

5. Read

On clicking Read, method included in execution class is displayed.

6. Method

Display the method included in read class.
Select the method to be used in case of multiple methods.

7. Request

Set the request parameter.

8. Response

Set the response parameter.

9. Add

Register the set contents as datasource definition.

Functions of request parameter, response field, and description of each part

Settings of request parameters and response fields of REST, SOAP, and JAVA are as follows.

Request setting items

Setting contents of “Request” are as follows.
Sort order can be changed by dragging the column number on the left.

1. HEADER

Set whether the parameter should be included in request header.
Parameter whose check is set to ON is used as request header.
(This item is not displayed in case of JAVA.)

2. Parameter

Set the request parameter name.

3. Data type

Set the data type of request parameter.
The data type that can be set is object / array / string / number / date / boolean.

4. Format

Set the date format when “Data type” is set to “date”.

5. Parent object

Specify the column number of parameter corresponding to the upper layer when request objects
are hierarchized.
Parameters with “type” as “object” or “array”, can be specified for parent object.

6. Delete

On clicking Delete, one line of request parameter is deleted.

7. Add
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On clicking Add, one line of input column of request parameter is added.

Setting items of response

The setting contents of “Response” are as follows.
The sort order can be changed by dragging the column number on the left.

1. Field

Set the response Field ID name.

2. Data type

Set the data type of response field.
The data type that can be set is object / array / string / number / date / boolean.

3. Format

Set the date format when “date” is set in “type”.

4. Parent object

Specify the column number of field corresponding to the upper layer when response objects are
hierarchized.
Parameters with “type” as “object” or “array”, can be specified for parent object.

5. Delete

On clicking Delete, one line of response field is deleted.

6. Add

On clicking Add, one line of input column of response field is added.

Detailed customize function of IM-BIS

Usage of stamp display

Describes the method to use the “Stamp display” in the BPM/Workflow form of IM-BIS .

Contents

Set workflow parameters
Set stamp process to the contents created in IM-BIS
Set the stamp to be used by BIS in-charge

Set workflow parameters

It is necessary to change the workflow parameters to use the “Stamp display” in the form created in IM-BIS .
Set the workflow parameters by the following procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Workflow” -> “Workflow Manager” -> “Workflow parameter”.

2. Modify it as per the following in “param_group_default.xml”.

<param>
   <param-name>stamp-enabled</param-name>
   <param-value>true</param-value>
</param>
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3. Click “Edit”.
Click “OK” after the confirmation dialog is displayed.

Set stamp process to the contents created in IM-BIS

Set the stamp process in contents definition corresponding to the form created in IM-BIS by the following
procedure.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Workflow” -> “Workflow Manager” -> “Master definition” -> “Contents
definition”.

2. Click “Edit” of contents definition wherein contents name is the “BIS name” to be set.

3. Click “Version”.
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4. Click “Edit” of target version.

5. Click “User program”.

6. Click “Create new” and set the “Stamp process” program.

Set stamp process to tasks such as application/process start node, approve/process node

Set the “Stamp process” by the following procedure in all tasks of BPM/Workflow which uses target contents
definition.

1. Set required user programs according to following contents in “Edit User program definition”.
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Program name: “[Action process] Stamp process”
Plug-in type: Action process
Target node: Target node name (Application/start process node,
approve/process node)
Plug-in class: “[Action process] Stamp process”
Execution order: 1

2. Click “Register” after setting as per mentioned above.

3. Stamp process will be set for the task.

Set stamp process to each process for job

Set “Stamp process” by the following procedure in job processing of contents definition of BPM/Workflow which
uses the target contents definition.

1. Set the user program required for each process according to the following contents in “Edit user
program definition”.

Set as per the following in job completion process .

Program name: “[Job end process] Stamp process”
Plug-in type: Matter end process
Plug-in class: “[Matter end process] Stamp process”
Execution order: 1
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Set as per the following in job saving process.

Program name: “[Job archive process] Stamp process”
Plug-in type: Matter archive process
Plug-in class: “Matter archive process] Stamp process”
Execution order: 1

Set as per the following in past job deletion process.

Program name: “[Past job deletion processing] Stamp process”
Plug-in type: Matter archived delete process
Plug-in class: “[Matter archived delete process] Stamp process”
Execution order: 1

Set as per the following in complete job deletion process.

Program name: “[Complete job deletion processing] Stamp
process”
Plug-in type: Matter completed delete process
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Plug-in class: “[Matter completed delete process] Stamp process”
Execution order: 1

Set as per the following in incomplete job deletion process.

Program name: “[Incomplete job deletion processing] Stamp
process”
Plug-in type: Incomplete matter delete process
Plug-in class: “[Incomplete matter delete process] Stamp process”
Execution order:1

2. Click “Register” after setting as per above for each process.

3. Stamp process could be set for job processing.

Set the stamp to be used by BIS in-charge

Set the stamp to be used by BIS in-charge in “Application/Start process”, “Approve/Process” of BPM/workflow.
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1. Click “Sitemap” -> ” IM-BIS ” -> “Stamp setting”.

2. Click “Create new”.

3. Enter stamp name and click “Register”.

4. Stamp to be used by BIS in-charge is set.

Use of reference of process management

Perform the settings to refer the application/process contents of BPM/Workflow by the users other than the
process target users.

Contents

Prerequisites
Set the referrer

Prerequisites

It is a prerequisite to grant administrative authorization of target flow definition (BIS definition) and reference
authorization of “Workflow Manager” menu of IM-Workflow to the BIS system manager.

Set the referrer

Set by the following procedure to use the “Reference (BPM)” “Reference (Workflow)”.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Workflow” -> “Workflow Manager” -> “Master definition” -> “Flow definition”.

2. Click “Edit” icon of flow definition corresponding to BPM/workflow created in IM-BIS in “Flow
definition”.
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3. Click the “Version” tab.

4. Click “Edit” icon of the version of BPM/workflow which is to be set.

5. Click “Referrer” tab.
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6. Click ‘Search’, select target user and add to the list.

7. Click ‘Update’.

Note

Application/process of BPM/Workflow which is started after setting is considered as
the target for the setting contents of reference authorization.
(The contents of BPM/Workflow where application/process is started before setting
is not displayed on the reference screen.)

Note

The reference settings for business manager should be such that it is set in
“Administration group”.
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Note

Job operation of referrer

The authorization setting contents of job operation differ depending
on the role of the set user when it is set to referrer.
Refer “IM-Workflow specifications” for the job operation details.

BIS system manager

Job operation icon is displayed on the reference
screen since there is job operation authorization and it
is possible to execute all job operations.

BIS business manager

Job operation can be executed only when the required
job operation authorization is granted after setting the
BIS system manager as referrer.

BIS incharge

Job operations can be executed only when the
required job operation authorization is granted after
setting the BIS system manager as referrer.

Settings of dynamic approval of flow created in IM-BIS

The procedure for settings to use dynamic approval node for flow task (node) is described.

Contents

Definition of dynamic approval
Set the node that can determine processing target for dynamic approval node

Definition of dynamic approval

“Dynamic approval” is a function that enables addition or deletion of processing target of specific node after
application (process start) of flow.

Set the node that can determine processing target for dynamic approval node

Set the node that can determine processing target of dynamic approval for IM-BIS flow.

1. Arrange dynamic approval node in the flow created in IM-BIS .
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2. Click “Site map” -> “Work flow” -> “Workflow Manager” -> “Master definition” -> “Flow definition”.

3. Click  of the flow set for dynamic approval node.

4. Click “Version”.

5. Click .

6. Click “Route details”.
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7. Select “Dynamic approval” and click .

8. Click “Search”.
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9. Set the check of node that can set processing target of dynamic approval node to ON, and click
“Select”.

10. Settings of dynamic approval node are saved on clicking “Register”.

11. Dynamic approval node can be set with the above procedure.

About settings of processing target of dynamic approval in “Route definition”

When editing the route, following are the differences according to the description of processing target set for
dynamic approval settings.

When processing target is “Not specified”

Since processing target is not set for dynamic approval node during execution, the process is
stopped when it reaches the dynamic approval node.
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When some target persons (user, role, etc) are set for processing target

The set contents are set as default processing target of “dynamic approval”.
Addition/deletion is possible and process can also be continued without being changed by the
node of above dynamic approval node settings.

Settings of Arrange vertically and Arrange horizontally of flow created in IM-BIS

Describe the procedure of settings for using nodes of Arrange vertically/Arrange horizontally for flow task (node).

Contents

Definition of Arrange vertically/Arrange horizontally
Set Arrange vertically/Arrange horizontally node

Definition of Arrange vertically/Arrange horizontally

“Arrange vertically” is the node that can set dynamic approval node parallely within the range specified by
applicant or approver.
“Arrange horizontally” is the node that can set dynamic approval node serially within the range specified by
applicant or approver.

Set Arrange vertically/Arrange horizontally node

Set the Arrange vertically/Arrange horizontally node aligned in the flow of IM-BIS .

1. Arrange vertically node (Arrange horizontally node) in the route created in IM-BIS .
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2. Set the screen of Arrange vertically node (Arrange horizontally node) and end the flow edit
operations in IM-BIS .

3. Click “Site map” -> “Workflow” -> “Workflow Manager” -> “Master definition” -> “Flow definition”.

4. Click  of the flow set for Arrange vertically node (Arrange horizontally node).

5. Click “Version”.
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6. Click .

7. Click “Route details”.

8. Select “Arrange vertically” (Arrange horizontally) and click  .
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9. Specify the range of nodes set in Arrange vertically (Arrange horizontally) by the nodes that can
be assigned.

10. Click “Search” in the node that can be set by processing target person.

11. Set the check for number of Arrange vertically (Arrange horizontally) nodes and node that can be
set by processing target to ON and click “Select”.

12. Settings of Arrange vertically (Arrange horizontally) node are saved on clicking “Register”.
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13. Thus, Arrange vertically (Arrange horizontally) node can be set.

Screen settings for special task (Node)

It is necessary to set the screen which is to be displayed by the BIS system Manager when a particular node is
used in the route created in IM-BIS .

Contents

Case when it is required to set the screen to be displayed by the BIS system manager
Set application/start process, approve/process screen in the screen to be displayed at particular node
Set different screen in the screen to be displayed at the particular node

Case when it is required to set the screen to be displayed by the BIS system manager

Set the screen to be displayed by the BIS system manager in the IM-BIS route when the following conditions are
met.
The layout of screen to be displayed may be distorted if the settings are not done.

Following node types are used and “Share” is not done in application/start process
and approve/process

Confirm
Dynamic approval
System
Arrange horizontally
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Arrange vertically
Template replacement

Warning

When the form is set by the BIS system administrator using the screen other than the
IM-BIS-flow edit screen, verify that the contents are not changed when form related
contents are edited each time in BIS definition.
The operation may not be executed correctly if there is a change from IM-BIS after
setting the screen.

Note

The screen to be displayed at a particular node cannot be set for each node type.
The screen set by executing the procedure described in this section is set
collectively for the above-mentioned node types used in the flow.
Moreover, besides the particular node, it is the screen displayed when “Details” is
clicked in the list display.

Note

When “Share” is set in the flow, the screen (Form) shared when the particular node
mentioned above is executed, is displayed.

Set application/start process, approve/process screen in the screen to be displayed at particular node

Perform the operations for setting the form as follows in the node in which form cannot be set from IM-BIS-flow
edit screen.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-BIS”.

2. Click “List” since “IM-BIS - Update history” screen is displayed.

3. Click  of target flow (BIS definition).
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4. Click  of “Application version list” in “Form setting”.

5. Click “Form transition list”.

6. Click “Default” of target node in “Reference screen transition” of “Form transition list”.
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7. Settings are complete when “OK” is clicked in the confirmation message.

Set different screen in the screen to be displayed at the particular node

Perform the following procedure to set a screen different from other nodes in the node in which form cannot be
set from ‘Edit flow’ of IM-BIS .

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System Manager” -> “IM-BIS Creation” -> “IM-BIS”.

2. Click “List” since “IM-BIS - Update history” screen is displayed.

3. Click  of target flow (BIS definition).
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4. Click  of “Application version list” in “Form setting”.

5. Click “Add”.

6. Enter form name and click “Add”.
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7. Click ‘Item Copy’.

8. Copy the items which are to be displayed in the form.
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Note

When input/select screen items (Character string, date, etc.) are to be used at a particular
node, it is necessary to set them in “Application/Start process”, “Approve/Process” screen in
the same flow and enable “Register field DB value”.

9. Click “Update” after setting the items.

10. Click “Form transition list”.
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11. Confirm that Transition name in “Reference screen transition” of “Form transition list” is set by “Default” on
“Reference screen” and click “Edit details”.

12. Click “Delete” since “Main form” is set in the form name.

13. Click “Add”.
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14. Select the form created by the previous procedure.

15. Click “Update”.

16. In this way, the screen to be displayed for a particular node can be set.
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Mail and IMBox settings

BIS system manager should set mail or IMBox in case of using mail or IMBox notification in the flow created in
IM-BIS .

Contents

Settings required to use mail or IMBox
Set mail notification in BIS flow
Set IMBox notification in BIS flow

Settings required to use mail or IMBox

It is necessary to set “Base URL” at the time of setup when mail or IMBox notification is performed in the flow of
IM-Workflow , IM-BIS .
Refer ” intra-mart Accel Platform Setup guide” for the setting method.

Set mail notification in BIS flow

Perform the settings to send mail at the time of processing the IM-BIS flow.
Refer ” IM-Workflow Specifications” for the details of the mail type to be used.

Set processing request, processing result notification, reference request and confirmation request mail

Perform mail settings in contents definition such that mail notification can be used at the time of processing the
flow.

1. Click “Site map” -> “Workflow” -> “Workflow Manager” -> “Master Definition” -> “Contents definition”.

2. Click  of contents definition of the BIS name to be set.

3. Click “Version”.
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4. Click  of target version.

5. Click “Email”.

6. Click “Create new”.

7. Click “Select” in “Email definition - Create new”.
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8. Click  of mail definition to be set.

9. Click “Register” and save the contents.

10. Repeat the procedure from 6 ~ 9 and perform the required mail definition settings.

Note

Perform detailed settings for the processing request mail definition such as whether to send or
not at the time of a specific node (task) from “Route details” of flow definition.

Set IMBox notification in BIS flow

Perform the settings to send notification in IMBox during the processing of IM-BIS flow.
Refer ” IM-Workflow Specifications” for details of IMBox type to be used.

Set processing request, processing result notification, reference request and conformation request IMBox

Perform the settings of IMBox in contents definition such that notification of IMBox can be used at the time of
processing the flow.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “Workflow” -> “Workflow Manager” -> “Master definition” -> “Contents definition”.

2. Click  of contents definition of the BIS name to be set.
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3. Click “Version”.

4. Click  of target version.

5. Click ” IMBox ”.

6. Click “Create new”.
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7. Click “Select” in ” IMBox Definition - Edit”.

8. Click  of IMBox definition to be set.

9. Click “Register” and save the contents.

10. Perform the procedure from 6 ~9 and perform the required IMBox definition settings.

Note

Perform detailed settings for the processing request IMBox definition such as whether to send
or not at the time of a specific node (task) from “Route details” of flow definition.

Appendix

Alert（ IM-Workflow ）

Refer “ intra-mart Accel Platform / IM-Workflow Administrator guide” for “Alert” function.
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Archive matter（ IM-Workflow ）

Refer “ intra-mart Accel Platform / IM-Workflow Administrator guide”for “Archive matter”function.

Monitoring ( IM-Workflow )

Refer“ intra-mart Accel Platform / IM-Workflow Administrator guide”for“Monitoring”function.

Create flow from IM-Workflow , IM-FormaDesigner to IM-BIS

Workflow of IM-BIS can be created using the flow and form created in IM-Workflow and IM-FormaDesigner
(existing functions).
The definition and usage method which can be used in BIS workflow in the existing functions are described here.

Prerequisites

The flow created in IM-Workflow can be created as workflow of IM-BIS .

List of functions which can be reused in IM-BIS in the definitions of IM-Workflow and IM-FormaDesigner

IM-Workflow

Definition Reuse judgment Reuse method Detailed description (Link)

Content definition — —

Route definition It can be used by copying Refer “New registration screen of BIS
definition” of “ IM-BIS for Accel Platform
business manager operation guide”.

Flow definition — —

Matter property definition — —

Rule definition — —

Mail definition It can be used as it is Mail and IMBox settings

IMBox definition It can be used as it is Mail and IMBox settings

List display pattern
definition

— —

Administration group
definition

— —

Flow group definition — —

User program — —

IM-FormaDesigner

Application

Definition Reuse judgment Reuse method Detailed description (Link)

Application information — —

Form It can be used by copying Refer “Recycle form” of “ IM-BIS for
Accel Platform business manager
guide”.

WF linkage information — —

Note

Transition information is out of scope for“Form”.

Other definitions and screen items
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Definition Reuse judgment Reuse method Detailed description (Link)

Data source definition It can be used as it is Set administration target definition in
administration group

Numbering rule definition It can be used as it is Set administration target definition in
administration group

User program — —

Screen items They can be used as it is Setting in “forma-config” is required
when it is to be called from tool kit.

Note

At present, the flow created in IM-Workflow cannot be called as a sub flow of IM-BIS without any change.
When the flow of IM-Workflow is to be used as a sub flow, use it after creating each definition again
according to the procedure of each link destination in the corresponding table mentioned above.

Customize list of IM-BIS standard functions

It is a list summarizing the functions/settings that can be changed from the functions of IM-Workflow and IM-
FormaDesigner for various definition files and settings generated in IM-BIS.
Refer“Customize list of IM-BIS standard functions” for details.

Warning

Note that the target flow may not operate correctly if changes are made in IM-BIS
after customizing the flow (BIS definition) created in IM-BIS.

Specifications of Web service that can be used as external linkage in IM-BIS

Specifications of “Web service” (SOAP/REST) that can used in external linkage functions of IM-BIS .

Contents

Specifications of [REST] URI
Request specifications

Common Request specifications for SOAP/REST
Specifications of service type “SOAP”
Specifications of service type “REST”

Response specifications
Common Response Specifications of SOAP/REST
Response mapping specifications

Specifications of [REST] URI

Any of the following formats can be used in IM-BIS.
Setting methods in Web service definition differ as per the delivery format of URI value.

Query storing format (parameter = value)

When using the above format, it should be set to Web service definition request.

Displayed as follows in data mapper.
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URI template parameter format {value}

Displayed as follows in data mapper.

Request specifications

The request format specifications of Web service that can be used in IM-BIS are as follows.

Common Request specifications for SOAP/REST

Screen items that can be mapped with request parameter are set to hidden parameters of “Input items” and
“General items” other than file upload.

Note

Do not use “Non-recommended items” since correct values may not be delivered
for them.
“Common master items”, “Functions”, and “Numbering” can be used when
mapping with response.

Specifications of service type “SOAP”

Data of “Character string (Varchar)”, “Numerical type (Number)”, “Date type (Date)” and “Logical type (Boolean)” can be used in Web service of SOAP.

Data of “Character string (Varchar)”, “Numerical type (Number)”, “Date type (Date)” and “Logical type (Boolean)”
can be used in the request parameter of Web service of SOAP.
Note that there may be cancellation of significant digits when using decimals for numerical data.
Range of numbers that can be used for numerical values of request and response cannot be checked.

When you want to guarantee the accuracy of numerical value, store the value in character type item and use after
changing the type by function.

In Web service of SOAP, single object cannot be used as parameter.

In request in IM-BIS , parameter treating single object as route cannot be used.

Precautions for Web service of SOAP that can be used in IM-BIS .

Following are the precautions for linking with Web service of SOAP in IM-BIS .

In datasource definition of IM-BIS , SOAP encoding, SOAP request Attributes and SOAPFault
cannot be supported.
SOAP response header cannot be used in IM-BIS .
Parameter not mentioned in WSDL cannot be used.
WSDL of SOAP cannot be read when it is not closed in one URL.
Recursive data structure cannot be read in request, response parameter of SOAP.
Apart from that, format where WSDL cannot be read in datasource definition screen, cannot be
supported.

Specifications of service type “REST”
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In Web service of REST, fixed value or form value can be mapped from data mapper to request header.

In the request parameter in Web service of REST, fixed value or value entered in form can be mapped from data
mapper for request header.

Response specifications

Specifications related to response format of Web service that can be used in IM-BIS .

Common Response Specifications of SOAP/REST

There are no constraints on the hierarchy of response.

There are no constraints on the hierarchy of Web service response used in IM-BIS .

Data type should be aligned during mapping of response fields and screen items.

Mapping can be set with different data types also, however, it may not operate properly during execution.
When mapping different data types, change the response field values such that they are aligned with data type by
using data type conversion function.

Response mapping specifications

Specifications for the pattern that can be mapped in Web service response are as shown below.

Pattern for single response field

Pattern for response field of array type

Pattern Description

In this pattern, value of response field is reflected in form items.

In this pattern, value of response field 2 is reflected in first row of column 1 of Detail table.
When there is not a single row, 1 row is added and the value is reflected in the column mapped to the added
row.
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In this pattern, value of first response field is reflected in form item.

In this pattern, value of response field 2 and 3 is reflected in column 1 and column 2 mapped with Detail table.

Fields included in the array with different responses cannot be mapped with the column of same Detail table.

Pattern Description

Note

When using SOAP in external linkage of IM-BIS , it may not operate normally due to constraints based on
current specifications of Apache Axis2.
When customer uses SOAP by developing Web service it is recommended to use in REST.

Concept of authorization in IM-BIS , IM-FormaDesigner

Describes about the authorization to create/edit the definition of flow and application in IM-BIS, IM-
FormaDesigner.

Basic concept

In IM-BIS , set the user or organization creating the flow and the flow and data source which can be created
or edited based on the “Administration group”.
In IM-BIS , set the application and data source which can be created or edited based on the “Administration
company” and the company to which the user belongs.

Authorization to create or edit flow and data source (DB query, Web service) in IM-BIS

Contents which can be administered by the “BIS system manager”

The integration of the definitions created or edited by the “BIS system manager” is as shown in the following
figure.

Contents which can be administered by the “BIS business manager”

The integration of the definitions created or edited by the “BIS business manager” is as shown in the following
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figure.
The ‘BIS business manager’ user can create a new flow, however, editing depends on the contents of
administration group which is set.

Authorization to create or edit application and data source (DB query, Web service) in IM-FormaDesigner

Contents which can be administered by “application creation manager”

The integration of the definitions created or edited by the “application creation manager” is as shown in the
following figure.

Contents which can be administered by the “Forma application creator”
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The integration of the definitions created or edited by the “Forma application creator” is as shown in the following
figure.
Forma application creator can create a new application, however, editing depends on the contents of the
administration company which is set.

Relation between administration company of application and data source (DB query, Web service) in IM-FormaDesigner

Data source (DB query, Web service) which can be used from the items (select box, Select from list etc.) that can
be linked externally in application is determined by the combination of settings of administration company of data
source and administration company of the application.

Usage of data source (DB query, Web service) when administration company setting are not performed in
application

Usage of data source (DB query, Web service) when administration company setting are performed in
application
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Relation between administration company of numbering rule definition and application in IM-FormaDesigner

Numbering rule definition which can be used from auto numbering in application is determined by the combination
of settings of administration company of numbering rule definition and administration company of application.

Usage of numbering rule definition when administration company setting are not performed in application

Usage of numbering rule definition when administration company setting are performed in application

Specifications of Java program that can be used as external linkage in IM-BIS

Describes the specifications of “Java program” (class) that can be used in external linkage function of IM-BIS .
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Develop the program for JAVA linkage on the basis of this section.

Contents

Input/Output object specifications
Specifications of constructor, method, and API that can be used

Input/Output object specifications

The type of object that can be used in input/output of program linked in IM-BIS is as follows.

Type (like HashMap, LinkedHashMap) implemented with java.util.Map interface can be used for
input.
Type implemented with java.util.Map interface, or List interface can be used for output.
Items that can be selected in Request/Response on datasource definition screen are used for
data type that can be used in each object key and value.

Specifications of constructor, method, and API that can be used

Constructor, method, and API that can be used in the program linked to IM-BIS is as follows.

Set such that default constructor is used in linked program.

Multiple methods can be used in linked program.

Items loaded in application server like intra-mart or Resin can be used in linked program.
However, when using, set such that they pass through the class path of application server
library.

Set the authorization for using datasource definition included in Web service in IM-FormaDesigner

Datasource definition registered in IM-BIS can be used in the application created in IM-FormaDesigner when the
environment in which IM-BIS is installed, is used.
Set the administration company in IM-BIS as per the following procedure to use datasource definition included in
Web service in the application item of IM-BIS.

Note

R e f e r Concept of authorization in IM-BIS , IM-FormaDesigner for the
authorization related to administration of IM-BIS and IM-FormaDesigner.

Register administration company in Web service

Perform the following procedure to register the administration company in Web service.

1. Click “Sitemap” -> “IM-BIS” -> “System administrator” -> “Master Maintenance” -> “External
linkage” -> “Datasource definition”.

2. Click  in the datasource definition used in IM-FormaDesigner.
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3. Click “Administration company setting”

4. Check “Administration company setting” to ON.
By default, the check is ON if the user who registered the datasource definition belongs to the
company.
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5. Click “Add the administration company” to add the administration company.

6. Search the target company by “Company search” and click “Select”.

7. Registration operation is complete when “Registered” message is displayed.
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Recovery methods of Java datasource definition for functions in data mapper

If the Java datasource definition for using functions like user information or workflow information on data mapper
is deleted by mistake, it can be recovered by using the following steps

Contents

Obtain datasource definition
Import datasource definition

Obtain datasource definition

Obtain the Java datasource definition to be recovered from the following location.

%STORAGE_PATH%\SYSTEM\STORAGE\PRODUCTS\IMPORT\BASIC\BIS_FORMA_CONNECT

Note

Directory used for Storage is abbreviated as %STORAGE_PATH%.

Import datasource definition

1. Click “Site map” -> “IM-BIS” -> “Import” -> “Datasource definition” -> “Data Source Definition Import”.

2. “Import datasource information” is displayed.

3. Set “bis_func_datasource.zip” as the file to be imported in “Import file”.
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4. Execute import on clicking “Execute import”.

5. Recovery is completed as shown below when import succeeds without any problem.

Copyright © 2014 NTT DATA INTRAMART CORPORATION
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